This paper presents a new method for signal separation of interleaved pulse trains consisting of several pulse trains emitted from independent signal sources, some of which may only exist for a short time. The separation is based on the differences in the pulse repetition intervals (PRIs) of the signal sources. To detect each pulse train, we derive a map from the input signal to a function of two variables: time and PRI, which we call the PRI map. By taking the absolute value of the PRI map, we obtain a short-time PRI spectrum from which we can use thresholding to estimate the number of signal sources, their time duration, and the PRIs. The PRI map is an extension of PRI transform, which we previously proposed. The extension is based on time-period analysis. The construction of the PRI map resembles a wavelet transform. The difference is that a PRI map is a nonlinear transform, while the wavelet transform is linear. Simulation results are presented on the performance of the signal separation of interleaved pulse trains using the PRI map. Finally, performance analysis shows the detection ability of the PRI map for short pulse trains.
Introduction
The problem of signal separation for periodic pulse trains is called deinterleaving and arises in such fields as radar signal detection and computer communications 1)∼8) . In these fields, a receiver observes an interleaved pulse train, which is a composite signal comprised of many unknown sources with different pulse repetition intervals (PRIs).
As described in Wiley 1) , who reviews the conventional approaches to radar pulse deinterleaving, the deinterleaving of radar pulse trains is mainly based on the difference of pulse repetition intervals (PRIs).
If signals from all sources are sinusoidal, they can be easily separated by spectral analysis. More specifically, the number of signals and their frequencies are estimated from the number and locations of the peaks in the power spectrum. However, when signals are pulse trains, the power spectrum and the autocorrelation function again become periodical pulse trains; therefore, pulse train deinterleaving is a non-straightforward task.
To solve this problem, we previously proposed a method called PRI transform 7) , which is a nonlinear integral transform. PRI transform retains the peaks corresponding to PRIs and completely suppresses the peaks of the subharmonics in the autocorrelation function. Although the original PRI transform was vulnerable to timing jitter (PRI jitter), this was resolved by modifying the PRI * Advanced Technology R&D Center, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Amagasaki (then) Frontier Research Center, Osaka University, Suita (now) transform 8) . PRI transform allows us to obtain a kind of spectrum, referred to as PRI spectrum, from which we can estimate the number of signal sources and their PRIs.
However, to apply the PRI transform a constraint exists: each pulse train must contain enough pulses in the observation period. From a practical viewpoint, robustness to PRI jitters and being able to detect short pulse trains is desirable. In this paper, we satisfy these requirements by proposing a method called the PRI map, which is an extension of PRI transform by a time-period analysis. Though the former is also a nonlinear integral transformation like the latter, it has a feature that leads to a time-varying PRI spectrum using moving windows whose width is proportional to PRIs. By this extension, we show that pulse trains become detectable even if their PRIs are jittered, and they exist for short time periods in the observation period.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the problem and show the limitations of deinterleaving by PRI transform. In Section 3, we describe a deinterleaving method by PRI map proposed in this paper and simulation results. In Section 4, we analyze the performance of the PRI map. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions. 
Formulation of the problem
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Though an actual pulse has finite width and amplitude, we represent it by an impulse because only its TOA is used as a parameter.
We assume that the pulse train contains signals from several sources with different PRIs. In this case the pulse train can be represented as
where M is the number of signal sources, Nµ is the number of pulses contained in source µ, and pµ and ηµ are its PRI and phase, respectively.
The deinterleaving problem treated here is to estimate the number of signal sources M and their PRIs
3) represents an ideal case in which the PRIs are fixed and there are no missing pulses.
In actual situations, however, PRIs may be jittered, and pulses may be missing. Moreover, we must treat cases in which the number of pulses N µ is small.
The PRI transform of signal g(t) is defined by
where τ is the PRI variable (τ > 0). If the input signal is a pulse train of the form of (1), its PRI transform contains an integral of the product of two δ functions. This integral is a convolutional type, and the convolution of two δ functions is strictly defined by Schwartz's distribution 9) in the following formula:
Using the above formula, the PRI transform of the pulse train of (1) is represented as
In particular, when the pulse train comes from a single signal source, i.e.,
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Note that RHS does not depend on N ; hence, as N increases, the subharmonics are relatively suppressed.
Due to these features, the number of signal sources and their PRIs can be estimated by applying PRI transform and thresholding. However, this method has a limit from a practical viewpoint, because pulses from each source must exist during most parts of the observation time. Figure 1a shows an example of an interleaved pulse train that contains some short signal sources (sources #1, #2, #4, and #5). The PRI transform of this input pulse train is shown in Fig. 1b . Clearly, detecting all the signal sources from Fig. 1b is difficult. For input signal g(·), we define the PRI map as
where When g(t) is a pulse train described by (1), the PRI map becomes
where I W (t,τ ) is the defining function of set W (t, τ ). For numerical calculation, the PRI map must be a discrete form. For this reason, we divide the τ -axis into small intervals referred to as PRI bins (see Fig. 3 ). We denote the distance between the centers of adjacent PRI bins by ∆τ and let
be the centers of the PRI bins. Here K, which denotes the number of PRI bins, is selected so that K∆τ exceeds the upper limit of PRI to be searched for. We represent the PRI bins by (12) where b > 0 is a constant. Then the widths of the PRI bins are bτ k , k = 1, · · · , K, and they overlap their neighborhood bins. The overlap considers the PRI jitters of the pulse trains to be detected 8) . Under these preparations, we define a discrete PRI map for a pulse train of (1) by
where
Moreover, using |D k (t)|, we define the PRI spectrum as a function of time. Since it corresponds to a time-varying spectrum in the timefrequency analysis, it can be called a time-varying PRI spectrum.
In the previously proposed modified PRI transform 8) ,
we introduced the shift of time origins along with the overlapped PRI bins and defined a discrete algorithm by
where t n is the changed value of t n by the shift of the time origin. Due to this shift operation, the enlargement of the fluctuations of phase 2πtn/τ k with time is suppressed. This is effective for long pulse trains. However, since the PRI map is a PRI transform within moving windows, the enlargement of phase fluctuation is not significant, so in the PRI map we do not utilize the shift of time origins.
2 Signal detection method from PRI map
If the PRI of a signal source is τ k and its pulse train exists in moving window W k (t), then since the value of the PRI map of (13) is the sum of complex numbers with the same phase, it constructs a peak in the time-varying PRI spectrum. The subharmonics, which are located at the integer multiples of the PRI, are suppressed by the same principle as the PRI transform.
We detect pulse trains by thresholding the time-varying PRI spectrum. More specifically, if |D k (t)| exceeds a certain threshold, we determine that a pulse train with a PRI of τ k exists at time t.
The detection threshold must be determined from the noise statistics. We describe it with a noise model in the following two sections.
3 Noise model and false alarm probability
In the PRI map defined by (13) we analyze the false alarm probability with a Poisson arrival model first introduced in a previous paper 8) .
We arbitrarily fix PRI bin B k and moving window W k (t) and assume that the value of the PRI map is only generated by noise components, which means that no pulse train whose PRI corresponds to the PRI bin is contained in the moving window. We also assume that pulses are distributed uniformly in the moving window. Let ρ be the pulse density in the moving window. Although the pulses are actually elements of some pulse trains, the assumption of uniform distribution gives good approximation for the evaluation of the noise component of the PRI transform 8) . Since the PRI map is the PRI transform in the moving windows, we use the same assumption.
Let L be the number of pulse pairs whose left element is in the moving window and whose time difference is in the PRI bins. Since the width of the moving window is wτ k , there are an average of ρwτ k pulses in the window.
In addition, since the width of the PRI bin is bτ k , for a fixed pulse the average number of pulses, whose time differences with the fixed pulse is in the PRI bin, is ρbτ k . The expectation of L, denoted by λ, is the product of the above quantities, i.e.,
Assuming that L pulses follow a Poisson distribution with parameter λ, the noise component of the PRI map is modeled by
where Θj, j = 1, 2, · · · , L are the independent random variables uniformly distributed in [0, 2π]. We define the noise intensity by
which is calculated for the model of (16) as
where E denotes expectation. Furthermore, the false alarm probability for threshold Γ is obtained as follows:
where J 0 (·) and J 1 (·) are the Bessel functions of orders 0 and 1, respectively. The derivation of (19) is shown in Appendix A. In Fig. 4 , false alarm probabilities calculated by (19) are shown.
4 Threshold determination from data
In applications, detecting signals at a given false alarm probability is desirable. For this reason, we numerically solve (19) with respect to Γ and set
In Fig. 5 , the thresholds are plotted for each false alarm 
and λ by
and substituting that into (20) yields
We use this quantity as a threshold. It is an adaptive threshold that includes the measurement values of the data.
5 Subharmonics
The subharmonics level of the PRI map can be evaluated by (8) as in the case of the PRI transform. We compare this level with the noise threshold. If we approximate the distribution of DN of (16) by a two-dimensional normal distribution, the distribution of its modulus |DN| is approximated by the Rayleigh distribution, and its probability density function is written as
which becomes a good approximation when λ is large due to the central limit theorem. Then the false alarm probability can be approximated by
and solving that with respect to Γ and substituting (15) We consider a pulse train with a PRI of p. Since the pulse density is ρ = 1/p, the threshold at the subharmonics of
For example, if PFA = 10 −6 , b = 0.3 and w = 20, then Γ ∼ 9.1l, which is much larger than l/2 on the RHS of (8). Consequently, subharmonics levels are negligible compared with the noise threshold.
6 Numerical example
In Fig. 6 , we show a numerical example of pulse train detection using the PRI map. The input pulse data are identical as the example of Section 2, which contains five signal sources, four of which are short pulse trains. For these input data, the time-varying PRI spectrum and the adaptive threshold of (23) are shown in Figs. 6a and b, respectively. Here, we set the parameters of the PRI map as b = 0.3 and w = 20. Also, we set the false alarm probability that determines the threshold as PFA = 10 −6 .
The region where the time-varying PRI spectrum exceeds the threshold is shown in Fig. 6c , which gives the detection result. As is apparent from this figure, by the PRI map method, the pulse train from each signal source is clearly detectable even if its PRI is jittered, if it is sporadic, or if some pulses are missing. Note, however, that the detected intervals are a little narrower than the actual intervals. This reflects that the number of pulses in the window is reduced at both ends of a pulse train, so detection ability is slightly degraded there.
Performance analysis

1 Assumptions and conditions of detectability
The PRI map's detection performance is affected by its design parameters and the characteristics of pulse trains.
The design parameters are b, the relative width of the PRI bins, and w, the relative width of the moving windows.
To characterize the pulse trains, we fix a pulse train from a signal source to be detected and regard other pulses as mixing pulses. We define the following three parameters:
ν : length of pulse train to be detected (number of pulses) ζ : PRI jitter width of pulse train to be detected q : average number of mixing pulses in a period of pulse train to be detected Note that when the average PRI is τ and the PRI jitter We also assume that mixing pulses occur in Poisson arrival, as in Section 3. 2. We denote by ρ the pulse density of an input pulse train. Then the average number of mixing pulses is given by q = ρτ − 1. For the pulse train of Fig. 1a , q varies in the range of 0 ≤ q ≤ 5.5, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Next, we specify the detectability condition for performance analysis. We fix a PRI bin and a moving window in which the pulse train to be detected is contained. Let D S be the PRI map there. For the pulse train to be detectable, given threshold Γ, it must satisfy
Since it is complicated to obtain the distribution of DS, which is a random variable, we define the signal intensity
and specify the detectability condition as
To calculate Γ, we use (20), whose argument λ is obtained by (15). If we set ν = min(ν, w), since the average number of pulses in the moving window is qw + ν , the pulse density is given by ρ = (qw + ν )/wτ , and we have
In addition, the false alarm probability in (20) is set as PFA = 10 −6 , which was also used in the numerical example.
2 Signal intensity
Under the condition of the preceding section, we analytically obtain the signal intensity of the pulse train to be detected. By τ , we denote both the average PRI of the pulse train to be detected and the center of the PRI bin that contains the signal. Let t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t ν be the TOAs of the pulses in the pulse train to be detected, which satisfy the following relations by the assumption of the preceding section:
where Xn, n = 1, 2, · · · are random variables that represent the PRI jitter and they are mutually independent and distributed uniformly in [−ζ/2, ζ/2].
When other pulses are mixed with the pulse train to be detected, the PRI map at the PRI bin where the signal exists can be approximated by
where U n and V n are the number of mixing pulses that constitute a pulse pair whose left and right elements are t n , respectively. Also, D N is part of the PRI map that is attributed by pulse pairs whose both elements are mixing pulses.
Since the density of mixing pulses is q/τ and the width of the PRI bin is bτ , the expectations of U n and V n are given by
If the mixing pulses are modeled by a Poisson model, the expectations of the square of the above variables become
The expectation of the square of D N can be calculated in the same way as (15) and (18), and then we have
Using these relations, the signal intensity defined by (29) is written as
where ν = min(ν, w) and I0 is the signal intensity in cases of no mixing pulses and is given by
The details of these signal intensity calculations are shown in Appendix B.
3 Detection performance of PRI map
The merits of the PRI map lie in the detectable characteristics of pulse trains, even if they are so short that they are only included in part of the observation time and their PRIs are jittered. Questions remain: How short is the detectable pulse train? What size of PRI jitter width is allowable? We quantitatively evaluate these detection abilities using analytical representations derived in the preceding section.
(A) Minimum length of detectable pulse train
When the length of the pulse train to be detected is ν, then in general, a moving window with w = ν width gives the best result. This is because, if the moving window is wider than that, then the noise intensity increases while the signal intensity does not change, and conversely, if the moving window is narrower than that, then the degree of the reduction of the signal intensity is larger than the noise intensity. Therefore, we investigate the detection A pulse train with a length of ν * min is only detected in cases in which the window width is equal to it. Actually w must be determined previously; hence we must obtain the length of a pulse train that is detectable by a window with w width. We denote its minimum length by ν min , which is a function of b, w, ζ, and q. In exceptional cases, the pulse train is undetectable even if ν is increased to w.
In this case νmin is indefinable. In Fig. 10 , νmin is plotted with w fixed. From this figure, for example, if jitter width satisfies ζ ≤ 0.15 and the number of mixing pulses satisfies q ≤ 5, then pulse trains with less than or equal to 10 pulses are detectable by the w = 10 window (see Fig. 10a ). Also, if jitter width satisfies ζ ≤ 0.3 and the number of mixing pulses satisfies q ≤ 5, then pulse trains with less than or equal to 20 pulses are detectable by the w = 20 window (see Fig. 10b ). The latter case is close to the condition of the numerical example in the preceding section.
In general, if the width of a moving window increases, then νmin increases. Cases in which q is very small (in 
Conclusion
We proposed the PRI map method that enables detec- Next, using the above result, we calculate the signal intensity when there are mixing pulses as follows:
(1 + U n + V n )e 
